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Abstract—Opinion dynamics models study how the interaction among people influences the opinion formation process. In most opinion dynamics models, only one opinion can exist in the steady state, which is different from the real-life opinion formation process. In 2009, Shao et al. introduced a Non-Consensus Opinion (NCO) model, which allows different opinions to coexist in the steady state. This paper extends the NCO model by introducing a special type of nodes, namely Byzantine nodes, to play the role of dishonest people. We perform simulations on three different network models: small-scale graphs, Erdős–Rényi random graphs and scale-free networks. We find a new steady state for the NCO model: the cyclic steady state. The cyclic behavior of the NCO and Byzantine NCO model is discussed, including a method to generate networks with extremely long cycle lengths. Other properties of the Byzantine NCO model, such as the probability of cyclic behavior and the final opinion distribution, are also studied. We find that the introduction of Byzantine nodes generally steers towards a more balanced steady state and increases the probability of cyclic behavior. The latter is particularly problematic in communication systems, where the large cycle lengths may cause a very slow consensus process and thus stalling future communications.

Index Terms—Opinion models, Complex Networks, Social Dynamics model, Byzantine nodes.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the study of social dynamics and group behavior has been greatly developed. Of great concern is the spread of opinions in social networks [1]–[3]. Opinion dynamics is driven by human behavior and includes many elements, such as individual predisposition, the influence of other people (social networks playing a crucial role in this respect), and many others. Different models have been developed, encompassing different elements of the opinion formation process.

Most of the opinion models are based on spin models, such as the Sznajd model [4], the voter model [5], the majority rule model [6] and the social impact model [7]. These opinion models use insights from complex network theory, where nodes in the network represent people and links denote a relationship between people. A drawback of conventional spin models is that they usually result in a consensus steady state, while in real life, different opinions tend to coexist in the steady state [1], [8].

In 2009, Shao et al. proposed the Non-Consensus Opinion model (NCO) model, which can be used to research the opinion dynamics of a group of people [9]. The NCO model describes the spread of two opinions $\sigma_+$ and $\sigma_-$ in a network, where each node always has one of the two possible opinions. Each node re-considers its own opinion at every discrete time step by looking at the opinions of all its neighbors and its own opinion. If the majority opinion is different from its current opinion, the node reverts to the other opinion. If there is no majority opinion or if the majority is equal to the node’s opinion, the node’s opinion does not change.

Unlike models based on spin systems, the NCO model allows for non-consensus steady states. Shao et al. illustrates the important fact that the NCO model is similar to the invasion percolation process [10], which means that if the number of people holding the minority opinion is sufficiently large, the minority opinion holders can form a stable cluster, which the dominant opinion cannot invade.

Despite the fact that Shao et al.’s classic NCO model solves the problem of coexisting opinions in the steady state, the NCO model still cannot ideally mimic the opinion formation process because people do not always behave like the nodes in the NCO model. In 2011, Li et al. proposed an inflexible contrarian opinion (ICO) model by introducing stubborn agents who never change their opinion [11]. Li et al.’s study makes the NCO model more relevant to real-life social networks. Li et al. proposed the NCO model by adding a weighting factor $W$ to the NCO model. The weighting factor $W$ for each node represents the importance of that person’s opinion in the decision-making process. Hence, a large $W$ makes that node’s opinion hard to change.

The NCO model assumes that all nodes are honest and reliable, but we always meet rascals who lie and make trouble in real life. In this paper, we extend the NCO model to the Byzantine NCO model. In the Byzantine NCO model, the Byzantine node is introduced, which is a new type of node that plays the role of a liar in a crowd [12]. Unlike ordinary nodes, Byzantine nodes always communicate the opposite of their true opinion. Byzantine nodes are often used for modelling hacked nodes in security systems and communication networks [13]. One method to detect Byzantine nodes is using opinion models [14], [15]. Having a thorough understanding of the Byzantine NCO model can help to improve the Byzantine node detection algorithm. In particular, we will show that adding
Byzantine nodes will delay the opinion formation process, increase the probability of cyclic behavior and the final opinion fraction is more balanced than without Byzantine nodes.

We start by introducing the NCO model with Byzantine nodes in Section II. We show examples of cyclic behavior in Section III and present a method to construct very long cycle lengths. We discuss the opinion fraction at the steady state in Section IV and explain how different strategies for selecting Byzantine nodes influence the opinion fraction at the steady state in Section V. Finally, we conclude in Section VI.

Out of all nodes, \( N_B \) nodes are chosen as Byzantine nodes according to one of the following strategies:

1. Strategy I: Randomly select \( N_B \) nodes to be Byzantine nodes.
2. Strategy II: Select \( N_B \) nodes with highest degree to be Byzantine nodes.
3. Strategy III: Select \( N_B \) nodes with lowest degree to be Byzantine nodes.

We perform simulations until the system reaches a fixed steady state or ends up in a cyclic steady state.

III. CYCLIC BEHAVIOR

In a previous study of the NCO model [9], researchers believe that the opinion network eventually reaches a fixed steady state. In the fixed steady state, the opinion of each node in the network becomes fixed, and the opinion network shows a state of consensus (all nodes are of the same opinion) or coexistence (both opinions coexist). However, in a few cases, the opinion of some nodes in the opinion network do not reach a fixed steady state. Instead, the whole network constantly oscillates between two different states. We refer to this phenomenon as cyclic behavior.

The cyclic behavior of the NCO model is relatively simple, because only cycles with length two have been found. We show an example of cyclic behavior in the NCO model in Fig. 2. Nodes 1, 2 and 3 form one group, node 5 and 6 form another group and each node in each group keeps changing its opinion after each time step. In this example, the opinion of node 4 is unchanged.

![Fig. 1. Dynamics of the Byzantine NCO model on a network with \( N = 10 \) nodes. Node 2 and 9 are Byzantine nodes, as indicated by the thick, black border around the square node. The other nodes are normal nodes, indicated by circles. (a) At \( t = 1 \), 8 nodes are assigned with a \( \sigma_+ \) opinion (red), and other nodes with a \( \sigma_- \) opinion (blue). Byzantine node 2 and node 9 hold a \( \sigma_+ \) opinion, but they declare a \( \sigma_- \) opinion. This make node 5 to misjudge its local opinion ratio as \( \sigma_+ : \sigma_- = 2 : 3 \) and node 6 converts to \( \sigma_- \). (b) At \( t = 2 \), node 6 judges it local opinion ratio as \( \sigma_+ : \sigma_- = 2 : 3 \) and node 6 converts to \( \sigma_- \). (c) At \( t = 3 \), all nodes hold an opinion that they consider to be a local majority and stop changing their opinions. The system has reached a steady state.](image1)

![Fig. 2. Dynamics of a cycle of the NCO model. (a) At \( t = 1 \), node 1, 2 and 3 have two \( \sigma_- \) neighbors node 5 and 6, so their local opinion ratio is \( \sigma_+ : \sigma_- = 1 : 2 \). Node 5 has 3 \( \sigma_+ \) neighbors and 1 \( \sigma_- \) neighbor; node 6 has 3 \( \sigma_+ \) neighbors. The local opinion ratio for node 5 and 6 are \( \sigma_+ : \sigma_- = 3 : 2 \) and \( \sigma_+ : \sigma_- = 3 : 1 \), so node 5 and 6 change their opinion. (b) At \( t = 2 \), node 1, 2 and 3 have two \( \sigma_+ \) neighbors node 5 and 6, so their local opinion ratio is \( \sigma_+ : \sigma_- = 2 : 1 \). Node 5 has 5 \( \sigma_- \) neighbors; node 6 has 3 \( \sigma_- \) neighbor. The local opinion ratio for node 5 and 6 are \( \sigma_+ : \sigma_- = 1 : 4 \) and \( \sigma_+ : \sigma_- = 1 : 3 \), so node 5 and 6 change their opinion. Then the system switches back to the state at \( t = 1 \).](image2)

Unlike regular nodes, Byzantine nodes always declare the opposite of their own opinion. Normal nodes drive the network to a consensus state, while Byzantine nodes drive the network to a balanced opinion state. For example, when the network seems to converge to the positive opinion consensus state, the sudden change of the opinion of a Byzantine node may steer the network towards the negative opinion. The Byzantine nodes make it easier for the network to oscillate between two opinions. This property of Byzantine nodes makes the Byzantine NCO model more prone to cyclic behavior with...
long cycle lengths. Fig. 3 shows an example of a network with a cycle length of 6.

Fig. 3. Cyclic behavior in the Byzantine NCO model. The cycle length is 6 because the network state at \( t = 7 \) is equal to the network state at \( t = 1 \).

To our best knowledge, cycles with a length larger than two do not exist in the NCO model. But the introduction of Byzantine nodes allows for longer cycles, as e.g. shown in Fig. 3. There is, in general, no mathematical formula for the cycle length for a given network with a certain initial opinion configuration. However, we found some fascinating cases while studying cyclic steady states, and selected a few to show.

A. Sunflower Graphs

In this section we consider so-called sunflower graphs, defined on \( 2M \) nodes. To construct a sunflower graph, we start with a ring graph, consisting of \( M \) Byzantine nodes. Then \( M \) regular nodes are added, such that each regular node connects to two adjacent Byzantine nodes, see Fig. 4. As initial condition, one Byzantine node and an adjacent regular node are assigned the positive opinion \( \sigma_+ \) and all other nodes start with the negative opinion \( \sigma_- \).

Fig. 4. A sunflower graph with \( N = 26 \) nodes, \( L = 39 \) links and \( N_B = 13 \) Byzantine nodes. The cycle length of this graph is 52.

The cycle length for sunflower graphs with \( N \) nodes, where \( N \) is an even integer not less than 6, satisfies

\[
C_{\text{sunflower graph}} = \begin{cases} 
N & \text{if } N/2 \text{ is an even number} \\
2N & \text{if } N/2 \text{ is an odd number}
\end{cases} \tag{1}
\]

Using sunflower graphs, we can generate networks with a cycle length of \( 4n \), \( n \geq 2 \), \( n \in \mathbb{N} \).

B. Chain of diamond graphs

The cycle length of the sunflower graph increases linearly with the number of nodes. We also found a network with a nonlinear increase in the cycle length as a function of the number of Byzantine nodes. This network consists of a chain of connected diamond-like graphs. Each diamond graph, denoted by \( D \), consists of a path of 5 regular nodes, where each of the regular nodes is connected to a pair of Byzantine nodes. Depending on how the diamond graphs are connected, we can divide the special graphs into two types.

1) Type I: The outer nodes of a diamond graph are chained with another diamond graph, as shown in Fig. 5. At the initial state, the leftmost regular node holds a \( \sigma_+ \) opinion, while all other nodes hold a \( \sigma_- \) opinion.

Fig. 5. Graph type I with \( M \) normal diamond graphs \( D \) chained together.

2) Type II: To generate a Type II graph, we first connect \( M \) diamond graphs using the method in Type I, then \( E \) diamond graphs are added where one outer regular node in the new diamond graph is connected with one Byzantine node in the last diamond graph in the existing network, as depicted in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. Graph type II with \( M \) normal diamond graphs \( D \) and \( E \) differently connected diamond graphs \( D \).

Table I gives the cycle length for chains of diamond graphs, of several lengths. When \( M = 21 \) and \( E = 1 \) (resulting in a graph on \( 22 \times 7 = 154 \) nodes), the cycle length reaches 22131760. Using diamond graphs, we use fewer nodes to achieve long cycles compared to sunflower graphs. Even for the regular diamond graphs without any type II connections, the cycle length pattern in Table I is highly irregular and it is presumably very hard to derive a general formula.

C. Network combination

We propose network combination as another method to generate networks with long cycle lengths. The idea is that we combine several different networks into one connected network, without breaking the cyclic behavior of each component. However, connecting the components directly can easily break the cyclic behavior of each individual graph. Thus, we also add
We then connect two adjacent components and their mirrors by adding two links, such that each component is connected to its neighbors and their mirrors, but not to its own mirror. Fig. 7 demonstrates how five components are connected together without breaking the cycles of each individual component. The cycle length of the combined network is the least common multiple of the cycle lengths of the components.

Fig. 7. The combined network is created by connecting five graphs (and their mirrors), whose individual cycle lengths are 17, 19, 21, 23 and 50. The combined network has a cycle length of lcm(17, 19, 21, 23, 50) = 7800450.

In this way, one can connect an arbitrary number of components. The sunflower graphs provide us with networks with a cycle length of 4n, where n ≥ 2 is a positive integer. The least common multiple of prime numbers is the product of them. Combining m sunflower graphs with cycle lengths 4n1, 4n2,...,4nm, where n1, n2,...,nm are all distinct prime numbers, we obtain a combination network with a cycle length of \( lcm(4n_1, 4n_2, ..., 4n_m) = 4 \times \prod_{i=1}^{m} n_i \), while using only two \((N_1 + N_2 + ... + N_m)\) nodes.

The large cycle lengths are of great concern in communication networks, where a consensus must be reached. Byzantine nodes may disrupt the opinion formation process, leading to extremely long communication times which may stall all future communications. The way forward is to design communication networks that can withstand these Byzantine attacks, but this is outside of the scope of this paper.

**D. Occurrence of the cyclic behavior**

The introduction of Byzantine nodes not only produces long cycles, but also increases the probability of cyclic behavior.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of D (M+E)</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cycle length ((E = 0))</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cycle length ((E = 1))</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>1,178</td>
<td>520</td>
<td>174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cycle length ((E = 2))</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>664</td>
<td>366</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cycle length ((E = 3))</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>170</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table I**

Cycle length for graphs consisting of concatenated diamond graphs \(D\). For \(E = 0\), the graph only consists of Type I connections.

Fig. 8 illustrates the probability of cyclic behavior \(p_c\) on ER networks with \(N = 100\), \(p = 0.047\) as a function of the initial negative opinion fraction \(f\), for a different number of Byzantine nodes. From Fig. 8a, we find that for the NCO model without Byzantine nodes, the \(p_c(f)\) curve has a peak at \(f = 0.5\) and the networks show cyclic behavior in the interval \((0.39, 0.61)\), which roughly overlaps with the interval of the coexistence steady state (see Section IV). In Fig. 8b, when there are 10 Byzantine nodes, the cyclic behavior occurs in a wider interval. In Fig. 8c, as the number of Byzantine nodes \(N_B\) increases, the \(p_c\) curve shows a ‘W’-shape; both the middle and the left and right sides show a relatively high \(p_c\). In Fig. 8d, when almost all nodes are Byzantine, the peak is situated at the left and right side. In the side area where \(f\) is close to \(f = 0\) or \(f = 1\), most nodes in the network start with the same opinion. Due to the lying nature of the Byzantine nodes, most nodes in the network will misjudge the local majority opinion and thus change their opinion, at which the minority opinion becomes the majority opinion. The node’s opinion will continue to change, oscillating between the two opinions and reaching a cyclic steady state.

**IV. Opinion Fraction at Steady State**

For the NCO model, the final opinion fraction is an essential element of steady-state behavior because the final opinion fraction reflects which opinion is the majority opinion in the steady state. Shao et al. finds that there is a critical threshold \(f_c\) that distinguishes between consensus and coexistence in the steady state [9]. For \(f < f_c\), the network tends to reach a consensus whereas both opinions tend to coexist if \(f > f_c\).

The final opinion fraction \(F\) is defined as the fraction of nodes holding a specific opinion among all nodes when the NCO model reaches a steady state, denoted as

\[
F = n_{\sigma_-}/N
\]

where \(n_{\sigma_-}\) is the number of nodes holding the \(\sigma_-\) opinion and \(N\) is the total number of nodes in the network.
In the cyclic steady state, we define the final opinion fraction as the mean value of the opinion fraction of each state in the cycle:

$$ F = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{C} n_{\sigma_{-} i} / N}{C} $$

where $C$ is the length of the cycle and $n_{\sigma_{-} i}$ is the number of nodes holding the $\sigma_{-}$ opinion at the $i^{th}$ state in the cycle.

We first perform simulations on the small graphs with $N = 7$ nodes and $L = 10$ links. Fig. 9a shows the distribution of the fraction of nodes with the negative opinion $\sigma_{-}$ at the steady state for the network without Byzantine nodes. The orange curve and the red violin plot show the mean value and the probability density of the $F$ at different values of $f$, respectively. We find that $F$ is a monotonically increasing function of $f$ with a symmetry around $(f, F) = (0.5, 0.5)$. For $f \in \{0, 1/7, 2/7\}$, $\sigma_{-}$ is the minority opinion and the network tends to reach a positive consensus, with only a few exceptions. The coexistence probabilities in Fig. 9a show a sharp increase for $F$ at $f = 2/7$ to $f = 3/7$. For $f \in \{3/7, 4/7\}$, the majority and minority opinion are close in number and both opinions coexist in most cases.

Fig. 9b shows that for $f = 0$ the main lobe of the violin plot is around $F = 0$, which means that for graphs with no Byzantine nodes, the graph almost always reaches a consensus when one opinion holds an absolute majority position. However, for $f \in \{1/7, 2/7\}$, the main lobes are located in $F \in [1/7, 6/7]$, which means it is hard to reach consensus when Byzantine nodes are added. As more and more Byzantine nodes are added to the system, Fig. 9c and Fig. 9d show that the main lobes of the violin plot are all located in the coexistence area. When there are many Byzantine nodes, the system reaches a coexistence state, regardless of the initial opinion fraction $f$. When all the nodes are Byzantine nodes, as shown in Fig. 9d, it is impossible for the system to reach a consensus state. Thus, the introduction of Byzantine nodes balances the fraction of different opinions in the steady state. For the Byzantine NCO model, coexistence is a more stable state than consensus when a significant number of nodes are Byzantine nodes.

Fig. 10 shows the normalized size of the largest and second-largest cluster $s_1$, $s_2$ and final opinion fraction $F$. Shao et al. [9] showed that, when the initial fraction of one opinion is below a certain critical threshold $f_c$, which is characterized by the sharp peak of $s_2$, $s_1$ approaches 0, which means only the majority opinion can form a stably existing cluster. Once $f$ is above $f_c$, $s_1$ increases sharply with $f$. Even though the negative opinion is still the minority, a large, stable minority opinion cluster is formed, which cannot be penetrated by the
positive opinion. Thus, a steady state with stable coexistence of minority and majority opinion appears [9].

Fig. 11 gives the final opinion fraction $F$ and the normalized size of the largest and second-largest $\sigma_-$ cluster $s_1$ and $s_2$ on ER networks with $N = 10000$ and $p = 0.0004$. Increasing the number of Byzantine nodes in Fig. 11 flattens the $F$ curve and moves the peak of the $s_2$ curve to the left. This indicates that the introduction of Byzantine nodes balances the opinion fractions at the steady state and reduces the value of the critical threshold $f_c$, which is the smallest $f$ needed to form a stably existing minority opinion cluster.

Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 depict the normalized size of the largest and second-largest cluster $s_1$ and $s_2$ for ER networks with $N = 100, p = 0.047$ and the number of Byzantine nodes varies between 0 and 100. As the number of Byzantine nodes increases, the critical threshold $f_c$ in Fig. 13 moves to the left. When there are only a limited number of Byzantine nodes in the system, consensus remains possible but becomes rarer as the number of Byzantine nodes increases. For a larger number of Byzantine nodes $N_B \geq 40$, the $s_2$ curve no longer shows an obvious peak in $f \in [0, 1]$ and $s_2(f)$ does not approach 0 in $f \in [0, 1]$. Hence, the network tends to reach a coexistence steady state for any initial opinion fraction $f$ and a minority opinion cluster can stably exist for all $f \in [0, 1]$. If $N_B$ is further increased, i.e. for $N_B \geq 70$, Fig. 13 shows that $s_2(f)$ again has a clear peak but this time it does not correspond with transition for $s_1(f)$, as is clear from Fig. 12.

V. BYZANTINE NODE SELECTION STRATEGIES

So far, we have selected the Byzantine nodes randomly in the network (according to Strategy I, see Sec. II). Additionally,
we select nodes to be Byzantine based on the largest degree (Strategy II) and lowest degree (Strategy III). Fig. 14 depicts the final opinion fraction $F$ for ER and SF networks for the different Byzantine nodes selection strategies. Comparing the top row (random selection) to the bottom row (lowest degree) of Fig. 14, the curves in the bottom plots with a small number of Byzantine nodes are close together, implying that Byzantine nodes with a low degree have little influence on the final opinion fraction. On the other hand, the middle row suggests that high-degree nodes have a much larger impact on the final opinion fraction. We conclude that a Byzantine node with more neighbors has more chance to propagate the opposite opinion than a Byzantine node with fewer connections.

Fig. 15 shows how the critical threshold $f_c$ on ER networks ($N = 100, p = 0.047$) and SF networks ($N = 100, k_{\text{min}} = 2, \lambda = 3$) changes with the number of Byzantine nodes $N_B$. Both for the ER and SF network, the critical thresholds $f_c$ change fastest when strategy II is taken and slowest for strategy III. For ER networks, the critical threshold $f_c$ disappears (i.e. reaches zero) if the number of Byzantine nodes equals 42, 34 and 54 for strategy I, II and III, respectively. For SF networks, the critical threshold $f_c$ reaches 0 only when strategy I is taken. For strategy II, the critical threshold first decreases rapidly, and then becomes unmeasurable due to the increase in probability of cyclic behavior. For strategy III, the critical threshold $f_c$ decreases slowly and then also becomes unmeasurable due to the large probability of cyclic behavior. Taking $N_B \in [0, 20]$, we find that using different Byzantine node selection strategies is more significant for SF networks than for ER networks. The reason is that the degree distribution of ER networks is binomially distributed, while SF networks possess some high-degree nodes. Byzantine nodes with a large degree have a more significant influence on the behavior of the Byzantine NCO model. Due to the larger degree variation in SF networks, following strategy II and strategy III have a larger impact for SF networks than for ER networks.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we extended the Non-Consensus Opinion (NCO) model proposed by Shao et al. [9]. We introduced Byzantine nodes into the NCO model and studied the cyclic behavior of the Byzantine NCO model and the opinion fraction at the steady state. The Byzantine NCO model shows rich cyclic behavior, which we demonstrated by showing several examples of graphs with extremely long cycle lengths. For general graphs, we find that the introduction of Byzantine nodes generally increases the probability of cyclic behavior. For networks with a large number of Byzantine nodes, cyclic behavior occurs with a high probability when one opinion holds the absolute majority. Additionally, we found that the introduction of Byzantine nodes also reduces the critical threshold of the NCO model and makes the coexistence of different opinions easier. Both for ER and SF networks, the impact of Byzantine nodes on the final opinion fraction of the NCO model is the largest when Byzantine nodes are selected based on largest degree. Due to the large hubs in SF networks, choosing the hubs as Byzantine nodes has a large impact on the opinion fraction in the steady state.
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